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"Creole Soul!" Two words are enough for David Walters to qualify his music. The exclamation point to 
support radicalism and faith in its purpose. 
A lapidary definition behind the doors of which hides the maze of a culture that crosses the oceans, 
connects continents and islands by an invisible but powerful thread. A deeply ingrained bond that 
allows Africa, America, Europe, and the Caribbean to converse with each other with a language as 
universal as music, dance, carnivals, or ceremonies. 
Spread on the globe; the different creole cultures find a point of convergence where they are all 
represented: New York. 
In this city, where motivated by his friend photographer JR, he once gave a concert in the street, David 
Walters decided to set the scene for his new album. 
 
After five years of traveling the world, meeting musicians for the TV show “The New Explorers” (Canal 
+), it is around this hyperactive city that he chose to shine his Créole Sun. To imbue his music with the 
state of mind and aesthetics that reigned in the 70s and 80s. 
When communities began to look at each other and eventually mix. Miscegenation that has also spread 
into the cultural vibrancy that agitated a city where punk fury and disco hedonism coexisted. Where, in 
the Bronx with walls and trains full of graffitis, the hip hop seed began to sprout to the sound of the 
furious funk ghetto blasters and blocks parties. 
Recording studios brimming with daring as the streets of exiles landed everywhere, breaking their roots 
to try their luck in New York. English-speaking Caribbean, musician, tap dancer, and cook, David's 
grandfather was one of those. 
In this permanent, colorful boiling of the Basquiat and Warhol canvases, the Créole Sun darts its musical 
rays. Irad the metro tunnels, make their way on the overcrowded sidewalks, fit into the ballet of yellow 
taxis. Explore funk, soul, and kompa. Boat on African grooves jumps on the power of bass reggae-dub, 
follows in rhythm a marching band colorful P. Funk. 
 
And because traveling is also sharing, David Walters invited Vincent Segal's cello strings to the album 
title track, Ibrahim Maalouf's copper trumpet on “Palé,” Seun Kuti's active voice, to build “Bwe dlo,” a 
bridge between the West Indies and Africa. 
While in 2018, he soloes produced Nola Is Calling (an album recorded in New Orleans with the Creole 
community of Black Indians, selected by Gilles Peterson in the best of 2019 on BBC 6). That’s with the 
essential contribution of the musical mastermind Bruno “Patchworks” Hovart (Mr. President, Voilààà 
Sound System, Da Break ...) that David produced Soleil Kreyol. 
More than a musical partner, Patchworks turned out to be the sound engineer David was looking for. 
The second part of an ideal pair, the one with whom, set on the same frequencies, he wrote, composed, 
recorded, played all the instruments. Thought all the arrangements, tweaked the details as carried by 
a continuous breath. Or rather a light. The Kreyol Sun. 


